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Introduction 

S··~·mJ.·+ted as a discussion document within Research This paper is UJJi -

Services Department. 

The major philosophy embraced may be expressed as; "an attempt 

to estill)lish an approach to policing methods, appropriate for 

"sed Humberside Police, hence making maximum the nevlly reorganJ. 

use of our new structure - and avoiding the importation of 

advance of establishing the existence of problems, "solutions" in 

1 ti ns" and the appropriateness of any such so u 0 • 

would urge an approach of In order to achieve the above, we 

d by a process of problem building from the ground upwar s, 

identification. The approach recommended relies heavily on 

links with the community in order to av'oid establishing close 

" t" of "polJ.· ce - perceived probl,ems" and subsequent the identifJ.ca J.on 

the Police - resulting LQ satisfaction action in isolation by 

only for the police. 

, 'f' 'l~\':is process is the establishment of a The 'second - leg 0 ~, 

d M_-;;'gement Information System. micro - computer base •. ~.~ 

approach demands flexibility, and the capac~ty Thereafter, the 

fer SUb Divisional Commanders to respond to the problems 

identified .. 

" i 
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2. The Current Position 

?.1. 

Before outlining proposals for future research and policy, we 

feel it is relevant to review, if only briefly, the position 

that the police service generally and Humberside police in 

particular, finds itself at the present time. 

< 

Humberside 

As a result of the review of the Force the organisation structure 

has undergone an almost total metamorphosis. In so far as this 

affects our operational behaviour and thus our. policing methods 

,and inter face with the public there are three principal areas 

of y.,·elevance. 

2.1.1. Sub Divisional Responsibility 

In their final submissions, P.A. had this to say about the role 

of the Sub Division. 

It •••••••••• early discussion at Chief Officer level Suggested a 
series of intentions or objectives ••••••••••• 
Confirm the Sub Divisional Commander as the key man in terms of 
day to day con'l:.rol of policing operations, wit.h the Divisional 
Commander assuming a role of manager and co-ordinator of 
operational unit Commanders ••••••••••••••• " (P.A. 1980). 

and later 

"The territorial Sub Division is the key unit for the control 
of every day policing operations" (P.A. 1980>. 

These points hav ing been accepted by the Chief Officers of the 

Force, it is plain that responsibility for operational decision 

making rests fairly and squarely with the Sub Divisional 

Commander concerned • 
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2.1.2. The Role of the Division 

At the :Same time the role of the'Dinsiorial Commander and other 

Divisional staff was identified as. follows: 

"The Divisional Commander ought not to become involved in day 
to ,day control of policing operations'. His role is to manage 
and c0-0rdinate the activities of the Sub Divisional Commander 
(and others) who are: responsible for operational control" (P .A., 1980) .. 

Thus it follows that Dinsional Commanders will be primarily 

responsible for interpretation of policy and the exercise of a,' 

form of inspectorate role. Additionally they will co-ordinat~ 

the function of their Sub Divisions, especially with regard to 

deployment of resources wi thin the Division. 

'2.1.3. ~alised Functions 

The centralisation of a number of operations which were previously 

carried,out on a Divisional or Sub Divisional basis has had the 

,twin objectives of either, r~lienng operational staff from 

time cons~tng routine paperwork or standardising prqcedure 

,across the Force. Specifically Inspectors are now 'no longer 

committed to spending lengthy periods checking offence reports 

due to the revised prosecutions proce~ure and there should be 

a consistent force policy with regard to juvenile ,offenders 

under the re-structured Community Liaison Branch. There are other 

examples 'but these two are par,ticularly relevcmt to this paper, 

as will become apparent. 

2 .. 2. The Police Sernce in General 

, It can ,scarcely have escaped anybody's notice 't:hat the methods 

and policies of the Police Service have been the subject of 

extensive scrutiny for some time. In the immediatE! past wa have 

had the Scarman Report, but research into policing methods 

() 
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has been a matter of considerable interest, both nationally 

and internationally for many years. 
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Research Findings 

Before undertaking our own in house research and experimentation 

it is vi tal to thoroughly review what. has been said by others 

so as not to lire-invent the wheel it" 

Much of the empirical research material published has its origins 
. 

in the United States and there are many factors which are 

irrelevant to policing in the United Kingdom. For example, the 

appointment of Senior Officers, use of firear:ms and the pre-trial 

process. Nevertheless important similarities can be found, the 

limitations which constrain the performance of a North American 

Officer would be recognised by his British counterpart, similarly 

while the amount of crime may vary beb:een cOtmtries, the broad 

characteristics are essentially similar, in both countries much 

crime is committed in private places and thus is inaccesible to 

the police. The point is that whilst.,; care should be taken to 

consider the relevance of American research to British practice, 

much of it is of considerable use. 

The research/}nco policing during the past two decades can be 
;\. 

conveniently grouped under the following headings: 

f-lythology of the Police, 

The term "myth" in "\=his context refers to a belief, neither 

true or'tmtrue, real or tmreal which erlables members of a 

society to interpret reality in relatively sin~listic terms. 

The mythology of policing leads both the police and many, if 

not all of their various publics to hold shared expecta:i::ions 
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of their role in society" Popular conceptions about policing 

tend to draw on the metaphor of warfare: The police are 

engaged in a "War against Crime" (Presidents Conunision on Law 

Enforcement and Administration 1967). As a corollary of this 

the primary task for the police is seen by many as the suppresion 

of crime and the pursuit of criminals; and main weaponry in the 

war are strategies of deterrance. The preventive patrol, the 

detection of crime and the work of specialist squads are regarded 

therefore as tactics of central importance. (Morris and Heal 1981). 

This mythology is supported by a number of factors; 

Firstly the individual member of the public subscribes to the 

myth because he wishes to believe in the efficiency of the 

service and its ability in times of crisis or danger to place 

a policeman at his side within minutes. 

Secondly the police emphaSise the importance of the crime righting 

role at the expense of more mundane, aspects of police work. 

Thirdly the media sustain the crime fighting image. As 

Sir Robert Mark argued, the acceptability of the Force depends 

upon its accotmtabili ty - not least to public opinion which the 

mass media plays a Significant part in forming.. (Mark 1971). 

Finally the training given to Police Officers is heavily sl~ted 

towards the crime fighting role and it may be argued that as a 

resuJ, t does not provide sufficient instruction in how to handle 
.. , 

the ~ncidents most commonly confronting Police Officers. 

---
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3.1.5. f1uch research has shown that surprisingly little time is in 

fact spent by operationalpolic~ officers in recording, 

investigating or otherwise dealing with crime matters1 

Si~~arly the majority of the calls for the public are unconnected 

with crime matters. 

3.2. Effectiveness 

Discussion of police effectiveness inevitably raises the broader 

issue of accountability. Seldom has this been more clearly 

stated than in the recent Scarman Report. 

3.2.10 It has been recognised for some time that where improved performance 

stems from the use of specialist squads and tactics, accountability 

may stand in opposition to effectiveness. Judgements about 

police effectiveness will vary according to the evaluation and 

any discussion of effectiveness must necessa:tlly be relative .. 

Furthermore, it should be recognised that factors outside the 

control of the police play a major part in determining how 

effective the police can be. 

3.2.2. Effectiveness has been defined in general terms as the extent 

1._ 

to which a particular resource is accomplishin9 its purpose, 

and for the most part it is assessed without regard to costs 

or other inputs, although an effectiveness ratio may be computed 

by dividing the output achieved by the maximum output possible. 

(Riccio 1978). Thus the 'Detection' or 'Clearance l ratio provides 

an obvious example. 

e.g. Comrie and" Kings (1974) found that only 28% of total duty 
time was spent on crime matters in Provincial Forces. 
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3.2.3. Efficiency on the other hand measures the extent to which 

resources input to a particular function actually perform that 

function. For example the percentage of patrol staffs time 

actually spent on patrol as opposed to parading, court etc. 

TI1e distinction between effectiveness and efficiency is vital 

if we are considering research into methods of policing. 

3.2.4. Purther(T1ore, it is important to distinguish between police 

effectiveness and Crime Control effe~tiveness. The importance 

of this distinction can be recognised by considering that one 

consequence of measurement in any organisation is for its 

members to concentrate on those activities that are capable of 

being measured at the expense of those less tangible areas of 

activity which are difficult, if not impossible, to measure 

such as cri~e prevention, social assistance anp the maintenance 

of public order. (Fisk 1974). 

3.2.5. Research on the relationship between police strength and Crime 

Rates has produced much of intel;"est (Carr-Hill and Stern 1979, 

Greenwood and \'/adycki 1973). The findings may be summarised 

as follows: 

The higher the clearance rate the lower the crime rate; 

The larger the number of police in an area the higher 
-the recorded offence rate; and 

The larqer the number 6f police in an area the lower 
the rat~ at which offences were cleared .. 

3.2.6. ~1ese results have been attributed to the 'recording phenomena' 

whereby more police lead to more offences being recorded, eithe:t:' 

because the police discover more o~fences themselves or more 

-
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likely because they record more of the offences reported to 

1 ubI
- ,.l\..4le ~t \l1oulcl appear that more police 

them by tle p ~c. "11..... ..... 

lead to lo~r clearance rates it is not suggested that the 

police are ineffective or fail to deter criminals, rather that 

the recording effect serves to mask out"petterent effects. 
'i\ 

The implic3tion of this research is that measurement of police 

effectiveness using recorded crime rates is a problem tIlat 

has t.) be approached with a degree of caution marked by its 

absence in many police sponsored research proiects. 

Patrol vlork 

In tIle vie\-l of O.w. \,Jilson, (\'1ilson and Hahonen 1963), the aim 

tabl - h sense of police visibility, 
of preventive patrol is to es ~s a 

to create a feeling of police 'omnipresence' and thereby reduce 

crime. 
1:lhile this is intuitively a reasonable expectation, it 

is only recently that the effectiveness of patrolling in the 

prevention of. crime has been empirically examined. 

this area has produced conflicting results. 

Research in 

J.3.1. 
In 1969 a complex exp~riment was carried out irl four British 

cities (Bright 1969). 
The police strength on various beats 

was systematically varied from 0 to 4. 
The findings Suggested 

that "Then the pa~ol strength rose from 0 to 1 there was a 

decrease in the level of reported crimes. 
There was no 

evidence to suggest that an increase from 1 to 2 produced 

a similar effect and only very tentative evidence that greater 

4n patrol strengthg~~~ed any reaction. 
increases ..... ' 

• • 
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3.3.2. The well known Kansas City preventive patrolling experiment, 

(Kelling et al 1974) ccrried out in a slinilar fashion found 

that there was no significant differences to be found in reported 

crime, victimisation'rates or level of public satisfaction as 

a result of varying patrol strengths. 

3.3.3. It is frequently stated tIlat the chance of making arrests and 

tIle level of public satisfaction is significantly increased 

by swift responses to calls. Several studies have been 

tmdertaken in this area both in the United States, (Isaacs 

1967, Clouson and Chang 1977, Bieck 1977) and this country, 

(Heal 1981) and extensive amounts of financial and technological 

resotu:ce devoted to reducing response times. 'I'he stUdies in 

this area tend to refute the intuitive beliefs. The principle 

factor influencing the arrest probability is the time taken 

by r.tr~mhe,rs of th0 public to contact the police. In more than 

50% of urgep.t calls this time has been found to be in excess 

of 5 minutes and in those circumstances the chance of arrest 

is unaffected by the speed of the police response. Similarly 

public satisfaction is almost entirely influenced by the 

service or response time they have been led to e,xpel-:t by the police 

officer to whom,they speak on the telephone. 

3.3.4. A recent st:ady in New Jersey, (Kelling and Pate 1980)' on the 

impact of ioot pq.trol activity found that there was no 

relationship between recorded crime :Levels and foot patrol 

intensity but that residents saw the severity of crime decreasing 

and took fewer precautions in areas of high patrol density, 
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. although this result was not true for cornmeJ?cial respondents 

(shop keepers etc). 

3.3.5. The most optimistic conclusion to be drawn regarding the 

effectiveness of patrolling on foot or by car, is that very 

substantial increases in patrol manpower or the introduction 

of patrol to an are.a where none previously existed may, on 

occasions, lead to a reduction in particular types 'of crime 

though for OlUY short periods of time. 

3.3.,6. There is some evidence to suggest that specialised police tactics 

3.4. 

may have an effect on crime although this may only be a short 

term gain,~ However the studies have demonstrated that such a 

strategy may incur costs in the form of public alienation from, 

the pqlice, or rivalry between one group of officers and the 

next. 

Criminal Investi9atio~ 

It has been successfully argued, (Reiss and Banduce 1967) that 

the vas'!: majority of cases cleared by arrest solve themselves 

in, the :::;emje that the offender is known to the complainant or the 

police at the time the crime is reported. There is a paradoxical 

relationship between the \olay in \·,hich detective \lTork is organised 

to solve those Cl.i.mes and how crimes are actually solved. Police, 

deparbnents ideally organise Criminal Investigation Departments 

to solve e10se crimes that require intensive investigation. 

Yet most of the knowledge that" contributes to the solution 
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is based 'on citizen information on the identity of the suspect. 

3.4.1. Of the time spent by detectives on duty it is estimated that 

a third is spent on investigating specific cases and upto 

half on office matters such as typing reports, reviewing 

:files, informal meetings etc. 

').4.2. Mawbyts work in Sheffield, (Mawby 1979) demonstrates the value 

of interviewing suspects. Approximately 40~~ of a sample of 

detected st~dard list offences were found to have been detected 

indirectly as a result of routine police interviews with 

offenders caught for other offences. 

3.4.3. Further support for these observations is found very close to 

home. Research into detective work in Hull, (Bottomley and 

Coleman 1976) found that in 26% of detected cases the police 

vJere presented with a ready made solution at the scene of the 

crime, for a fux'ther 24% were detected by means of information 

from comp~Q.:ifiants, vict.ims or witnesses" The number of cases 

detected as a result of 'real detective work' (informants, 

contacts, intelligence systems etc) accounted for 5% of 

detections. Special enquiries (e.g. house to house) amounted 

to 2;~ and 'set ups' or • plants ' a further ~~. 

3.4.4. On the basis of, these and other studies there is little doubt 

that the detection and clearance of the commoner forms of cr~me 

depend for the most part on the willingness and ability of the 

public to report criminal incide~ts to the police. However, it 

is important 'not to overlook those areas where the skills of 
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information gathering, locating suspects, interviewing ~1d 

case preparation are of principal value • 

.. ' 
3.5. Co~unity Policing 

As in most aspects of police worle the term 'Community Policing' 

is open to a ,dde variety of interpretations. For the purpose 

of this paper it is taken to mean a strategy of policing 

whereby responsibility for contiol of crime within the 

Community is shared between the police and the public. 

3.';.1. It has been suggested, (Parkinson 1977) that the most 

si1nificant aspect of this approach consists in the breaking 

'h.m. of barriers and when ,the police act as a catalyst for 

the involvement of other professions and citizens. However, 
.,' 

in oLder :for this approach to be fruitful i-bis necessary that 
/' 

C011ffiuni ties exist that share similar values and members capable 

of self regulation through developmen't of police community 

relations. 

3.5.2. There ~e many theoretical, practical and ethical problems 

associated \·Ti th this approach. Firstly 'the police play a 

politically ambi~alent role and the resolution o:f a particular 

conflict may be to the satisfaction of one group at the 

expense of another. Similarly while they may be perceived as 

being involved in community relations they may be actually 

engaged in social control. 

3.5.3. Secondly the concept of community policing rests on the 

assumption of the feastbility of 'the return to some 
, 
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\ 

arcadian existence where (crime) ............. is kept in check 

by the local community, that is by the commonality of ordinary 

people', (Croft 1979). 

3.5.4. In practice the nature of a mobile pluralist society may create 

a t9taliy different scenario; 

"In the anonymity of the city street, the factory and the market 
pla~e, the opportunities for crime are multiplied •••••••••••••• 
soc~al anfl geographical mobility have created relationships 
that cannot be governed by informal controls", (Bantor 1978). 

3.5.5. A tlurd obstacle arises over Collaboration on information 

sharing between the police and other agencies. This aspect 

raises questions of accountability, responsibility and protection 

of individual rights. 

'3.5.6. That these problems can be overcome is evidenced by the success 

of such exercises as the 'Grrutge Project' in Humberside and by 

the work of the Crime 'Prevention Support Unit in Devon and 

Cornwall. 

3.6. The Scarman Report 

It is unlikely that the Scarman Report needs much, introduction 

in this paper. It is arguably the Single most important 

publication affecting the pqlice service since the Royal Commission 

Report of 1961 - 62. Not so much in respect of What it says but 

because of the public and media attention it has engendered and 

the consequent political atmosphere generated. 

3.6.1. It is not proposed to detail all the recommendations contained 

in the report in ti1is paper. Many of them are speci:fic to the 

Metropolitan Police and to oth~ areas over Which the Hurnberside 
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Force has no influence, in any event the subject will have 

already been the subject of extensive review and further comment 

is unlikely to be especially productive. 

'Ho\,lever, there are t...10 specific points vlhich it is felt relevant 

to discuss here. 

Firstly tilere is a strong, and specific recommendation concerned 

,dth the establishment of local consultative or community 

liaison committees. 

Scarman states ·t:imt local Police Authorities can use existing 

pm.,rers to s.et up these bodies and comments that there should 

be statutory obligation on Chief Officers to co-operate in 

their establishment. Lord Scarman does not elaborate on hO"1 

11e sees these bocues operating or on precisely how they should 

be constituted or "ihat. pO\'.Jers they should have. 
We feel that 

abl t tial J.' n this proposal and will 
there is consider e po en 

return to it in. greater detail later in this paper. 

Secondly, Lord Scarman m~c~s a number of points on how he 

considers the methods of policing should develop. 
Whilst 

the need for 'hard' policing tactics in certain 
(1d~rlowJ.edqing 

\! 

situations he recommends that. Chief Officers, in consu~tation 

\.Jith their Police Authorities and with local communit leaders 

the methodS of policing used, with particular ' 
should re-examine 

reference to: 

the oattern of patrolling, especially the mix qf 
foot~ and mobile patrols, 

I 
I 
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\ 
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the role of the Home Beat Officer, \dth particular 
emphasis or. "lays in which they can be integrated 
more effectively into the mainstream of operational 
policing, 

the provision of opportuniti'es for operational 
offic.ers to get to know the community they are 
policing, 

Vlays of ensuring greater continuity and a balanced 
spread of officers of different ages in more sensitive 
inner city areas. 

J.6. 5. : This puper may in fact form the basis for the very review t.'1at 

Scarman env~sages, however, it will not be sufficient simply to 

write reports and introduce policing experiments. 

3.0.6. The debate must be entered with the local community. This r.uiy 

prove uncomfortable for many polife 'professionals' who may 

discover that the community's views of their policing needs 

differ in fact from what has traditionally been perceived, ' 

nevertheless, unless we know, and understand what is wanted of 

us we cannot hope to provide it. This debate mlist, if we are 

to fo1lO\'1 Scarman, exteno to those areas commonly regarded as 

'operiJ:tionaJ.' or 'for consideration by professionals only'. 

-
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P~inciples ffJr Action 

In order to pdopt a rational approach to research into policing 

methods it is felt necessary to itemise a number of ground.rUles 

to which that research should conform. These rules should not 

however be taken too literal;I.y, rather a flexible approach should 

be adopted 1;r.i thin the structure outlined below. 

Identification of Needs 

Before any major change in a Sub Division's policing strategy 

is put into operation it is essential that a need for that 

change is established. 'n1is need could manifest itself in a 

number of different ways; public concerll, low morale, high 

crime or incident rates, a high concentration of juvenile offenders. 

All these phenomena must be capable of recognition by those 

responsible fr>r the local policing strategy and will lead to a 

rnfJrlified ::;ervice if and only if such a change is in fact 

warranted. In order for these factors to be monitored by the 

Sub Divisional Command they will need to be aware, not only 

of community feelings but of incident and crime patterns that 

are developing within their areas •. 

Avoi~ce of Imposed Schemes 

As a general rule, we believe that the impetus for a change in 

strategy should come from the Sub Divisional staff and not as 

a result of irnposi tion by a Headquarters Department. The 

I reason for this is straightforward. The most important factor 

in any policing project is the personnel who implement and 1 0

• 

administer it. If they are inclined to support it then the 
1 
! 
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potential for succe1:iS is immeasurably improved. If they 

oppose it or are resentful of the way it has been thrust 

upon them then, noh-r.ithstanding the environment of a disciplined 

service, the project will be doomed from the outset. 

Avoidance of Inappropriate Imported Schemes 

~ ~oma c 0 good management that means should It shou"r1 be . ti f 

be tailored to needs, hm-rever there is a strong t~mptation to 

adr>pt schemes seen as successful elsewhere without first 

cfJnsir:~GrinlJ their relevance to the areas and circumstances 

involved. n1is has pr~bablY been the principle reason behind 

the failure of the Unit Beat c.on .. c ..• ept. De 1 d' . ve ope ~n Accrington, 

Lancashire, there is no doubt that .;t . • ~s regarded as highly 

successful in that area, hOt'lever its portability tvas not 

estnblished properly and the concept was introduced into areas 

whichH~re utterly inappropriate. As a result the "Thole 

concer> t has now fallen into disrepute among a large section of 

obsc:-rvers. This total disrepute is equally as misguided as 

the blind faith it was originally the subject of. 

The Establishment of Objective~ 

Police decision making, like many other aspects of police work, 

has tended to be react! ve in 11ature. Thi h b . s as een evidenced 

by the way in whid1 short term deployments f requen'cly take 

place to cover eventuali ties that have arisen' and .finished 

even though there is an extremely low' probability of them 

recl.J.rring. Very little attempt is made in the service to 
'11 
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forecast n~~ds and identify real trends as opposed to transient 

peakz and troughs in demand. This is not to say that it is 

possible to predict accurately that (say) a run of burglaries 

is goinq to be co~nitted in a given area at a given time. 

.such concepts only exist in the pages of science fiction. HOHever, 

it is perfectly possible to identify that the weekly trend in 

burglaries in that same area is in a Ffurticular direction and 

that tactics could then be varied to meet the changing situation 

as it arose. It is suggested that, as a principle, objectives 

;;houl,j be set as a means of monitoring performance and 

identifying promising policing strategies. 

Use Headquarters Departments in Advisory Role 

1\..:; h<.lS already been stateo the role of Headquarters Departments 

::;11()1.I1rl not include the imposition of 'pet' schemes on Sup 

Divi':d .. ons. Rather they should be seen to offer. a consultative 

~nd adviso~l service to the staff who are actually engaged in 

the scheme. Two Headquarters Departments in particular, will 

have an important role to play in this respect. 

Firstly Force Services Department/C~mmunity Relations Branch 

v/ill be best able to advise Sub Divisional staff over the 

establishment df liaison with community leaders and other local 

arjericies. It should be stress'ed, however, that this role 

should 1)e definitely advisory in nature, Force Se~ices 

Der-artrnent should avoid the temptation to become involved in the 

aciministration of the scheme for two reasons; 

• • • 
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if schemes are introduced in many of the Sub 
Divisions of the Force the Force Services 
Deparb~ent will quidclybecome overloaded if 
they take too active a role in each of them • 

:i.. t should be stressed that the scheme is the 
responsibility of ~1e Sub Divisional staff. 
If Headquarters Departments become too involved 
then it ".rill rapidly be seen as 'the'ii" scheme 
by operational officers and will founder. 

1],.5.2. The other Department with a major role v.rill be Reseruzch Services 

Department. The Research Services Department should develop 

<l consistent approach to monitoring and evaluation of policing 

schemes based on the particular skills with which staff in that 

Department have been equipped or have developed.' '1'he Research 

Services Department will be able to assist with pre-project 

establishment of control data, formulation of objectives, 

identification of potentially useful tactics to meet those 

nbjcctiver.;, the provision of an infonnation system to' supply the 

need for objective data and a monitoring or evaluation procedure 

ItJhich ... rill enable management to establish the effectiveness oJ: 

the project. 
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Communit.y Contact ~', 

As <Ilre<ldy mentioned there is <l strong L"ecommendation by Lord 

Scarman, in favour of the establishment of local consul. tati ve 

......... comnu. ........ ees • It is felt that this is an area with very 

considerable potential and therefore we suggest a way in which, 

ti1is Could be achieved ,in Humberside. 

'vIe suggest that these conuni ttees could be established at Sub 

Divisional level.. The incentive for their formation should 

come from the police and vd th tIllS in mind contact could :be 

established bet~reen the Sub Divisional Commander and 

representatives of local residents associations, local com1cillors, 

local government officers with responsibility for the area 

(e.g. housing and social services), local schools etc. The 

meetings should be formal in nature ~dth a project agenda and 

should be held, on average once a month. The chair should be 

held by different people each month and the meeting place 

should not al~lays be the same. 

It can be seen that the format suggested is very similar to 

that adopted for management of the 'Grange Project' in Grimsby, 

however it is suggested that the tel.illS of reference should be 

\~der than simply one estate op one specific problem. 

It \vi1l be important to ensure that, while a broad spectrum ' 

of the commmu. ty is represented, the conuni ttee does not become 

a political forum nor does it become unwieldy. 

\ 
l1embership of the committee should at'first be at the invitation 

of the Sub Divisional Corrunander but as soon as it is functioning 

additional members should be invited by a simple votebf the 

con1ffii ttee. 

. I 
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It should be established at the outset that the committee is 'a 

consul tative body and as such will have no executive function. 

:tn the final analysis the poli~k officers will have to make a 

decision about v/hat is operationally and practica;Lly the correct 

course of action to take, h~wever it is suggested that members of the 

body should have certain privileges extended to them. Perhaps 

they could be invi~ed to visit the Sub Divisional Headquarters 

<It their will, so ldhg as this privilege is not abused. 

There could be a formal right of the ccmmittee as a body to 

petition the Chief Cnnstable o;"/the Police Authority over matters 

that Crull1.0t be resolved at a lo\ver leveL. (Members ,,,ould of course 

have this right as individuals in: any event). 

rl'ht>~,,9-l.lrp03e of the committee should be two fold; Firstly to 

ensure that a dialogue takes place bctwee)'l the police and the 

communi ty it serves. As a resul t of:' this dialogue many potential 

problems may be resolved before they arise simply because they 

\'lere subject to open discussion, additionally some problems 

which Here i1i therto hidden, unrealised or perceived to be 

insoluble ~11 be more readily identified and subjected to far 

greater resources than before. The second objective of the 

consultative body will be to ensure ,that consultation is seen to -
be taking place. If this can be achieved then many problems may 

never occur at all simply because public confidence will be 

maintained at a higher level. 

{i 
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'I'h~ approach. outlined above vr.i.ll require consi\lerable moral 

th t of those police officers called upon to courage on e par 

The idea will be anathema to some who may see administer it. 

. chm C t on their profe:ssional the committee as an unwarranted encroa en 

we feel that, properly constituted, there autonomy nev.ertheless 

is enormous potential in the prospect. 

:) 
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6. Information Systems 

Management Information Systems in ~1e police have had a veL'Y 

chequered history. Police management have enjoyed an honeymoon 

period .. r.L th information technology. The relations?ip is 

beginning to sour, as the technology fails to live upto its 

promises. TI1ere are signs of an over reaction in \~ich the 

technology vr.i.ll be seen as totally valueless, (Hough 1980) 

ho .. rever this reaction will be as unfortunate as the blind 

acceptance that preceded it. 

6.1. If the twin concepts of 'problem identification' and 'community 

6.2 • 

involvement' are to be implemented, then it is vital that the 

Sub Divisional management teams are provided with a first 

·class source of factual information. 

In order for the operational police Commander to rationalise 

the conflicting claims of his fellow committee members he will 

need to be able to present accurate, up to date factual 

infor1nation about the level of crimes, aCCidents, disorders 

and other incidents ",Ii th:i;n his Sub Division.. The maintenance 

of the level of information system required cannot practically 

be undertaken manually. 'One off' searches through records 

are not only troublesome and ,expensive to mount but may well 

Eai,l to present a sufficiently comprehensive pictm;:e to satisfy 
., 

those 't.ri~1 an interest in the situation. Additionally it will 

be necessary to carry out ~outine statistical analysis of data 

in order to identify significant trends and variations. To date 

crime analysis has "been a slow laborious process. However, the 

read:ravailability of the inicro computer overcomes this problem .. 

Capable of being installed'relatively cheaply at Sub Divisional 

() 

o 
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'dis.posal of the patrol officer, his level, it places at the 

t precise and relevant information that 
supervisor and managemen , 

oblivion as soon as it was filed, hi thcr 1:0 has slipped into 

(Ramsey and Heal 1980). 

The potential of a micro computer base 
d Sub Divisional H.:r.S. 

by a comment by the Chief Constable 
is illustrated most clearly 

of Lancashire when discussing the Skelmersdale Project: 

~ment the remarkable economy 
pect of the exper~.. ~ ~~~.ed IIOn.1.y in one as . n backed by a computer progrQ1 ..... 

and accuracy ~f I-~cident LOgg~e~n fit to reach a firm decision. 
by police off~cers - have we s cl ar at an early stage that 
. . . f this became so e " 
The eff~c~ency o. h t the Divisions of the Force • 
\'le have introduced ~ t thrpug ou 
(Laugharne 1980). 

way in which such an :rn:fo~ation 
A detailed report covering the 

System could be cheaply introduce 
d \'Iill be submitted separately. 

t~ .. ~~",.,. 'I: 
;~r>, : 
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Specific Approaches 
\' 

Nobv.i. thstan~jing what wa~ said in section 4 concerning the 
\' 

adoption of packaged or neatly labelled programs, irrespective 

of tneir relevance, it will probably be of help to itemise 

::iome of the principal' strategies available to Sub Divisional 

Commanders. This list is not intended to be exhaustive and 

it must be stressed that in each of the approaches outlined 

there rnay be components Iflhich will not be appropriate to all 

circumstances. Once again, the ,objective of matching means 

to needs must be emphasised. 

Intensive Policing 

This method relies on the availability of a s'izeable pool of 

manpo\ver Hhich can be called upon to swamp an area and provide 

an ltiqh visibility, high density patrol. It can have the 

effect of alienating sections of the community \'1ho may be 

inconvenienced by such tactics. It is highly. expensive in 

tenns of manpower and resources and can therefore only be 

motmted over short periods of '~e. This is probably no bad 

·thing because the research has shown that this tactic, if 

effective· at all, is only so for a short period. Nevertheless 

it is likely to be of use in areas where there are severe but 

shorttenn public order problems \vhose temporary nature does 

not justify a high ,level of establislunent for the area 

concerned. 

E,Qr.T(la.tion of Specialist Squads 

'The efficicnC'j of these squads is highly dubious when presented 

"'ri~l the "task of investigating a class of offences rather' than 

one specific matter such as a murder or a series, of offences 
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which have some 'major common factor e.g., a nL."1. of burglaries 

apparently attributed to the same offender. All the evidence 

is i::mt vmere problems are created by the predominance of 

u certain class' of offence oV€!: a period of time it i's far 

more effective to ensure that ~ Officers are thoroughly 

familiar vuth the nature, pattern and methods involved. 

Exceptions to this rule are where peaks in the level of a 

particular type of offence can be fairly reliably predicted 

and Officers deployed to cope with these in advance (for 

ex~nple shoplifters on Saturdays or at Christmas time) or if 

the offence in question is highly technical (e.g. Fraud). 

Thus in the circumstances putlined above it has been found 

far more :)roductive to ensure that the collator is disseminating 

informution as vJidely and thorough:.y as possible. 

Split Force policing 

This term O\.res its origin to an experiment in itlilmington, (Tien 

et al 1978). The scheme was based on a separation of the call 

for service response and the crime prevention functions of a 

patrol. To achieve this method of policing, it was necessary 

to increase the efficiency of the call for service respon~e 

so that a dedicated preventative patrol could be formed. This 

VJUs done by ensuring that the reactive units \'/ere deployed in 

better proportion to the temporal distribution of calls from 

the public for assistance and by carefully allocating priorities 

to calls. The low priori ty call'~ (86%) could be delayed if 

necessary. This exercise has been largely repeated at 

Skelmersdale and Blackburn under the name 'Split Level' policing. 
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7.3.1. Both the American and Er.glish schemes claim ~ slight reduction 

in reported crime together with an improvement in detection 

rate and a maintenance or improvement in public attitudes. The 

papers published on the Lancashire exercise claim that the 

attitude of Police Officers vlorking the scheme has also 

improved dramatically however there would appear to have been 

a tendency for rifts to develop between the 'Reactive' and 
Ii 

'Proac/.:ive~or 'Structured' sections. Certainly the reviewers 

or the Wilmington experiment identified a lack of communi.ca'l:ion 

und co-operation between the sections but suggested that this 

could be mitigated by more careful organisation of the units 

\oJork. 

7.3.2. It could be argued, and powerfully so, that this method of 

policinq is little more than a reJigging of the way in which 

the 'Unit Beat Scheme' has developed in practice, \dth area 

men being supported by foot and ,panda patrols. 

7.4. Team Policing 

This approach cannot be said to be a revised version of 

trudi tional methods except in so far as it extends a method 

of policing which haS proved itself in the rural areas., to the 

urban environment. 

The way in \\/hich team policing operates may be summarised as 

follO\'1s: 

7.4.1. A Sub Division mIl be sub divided into sections (probably about. 

four), each of which should be as homogenous as possible. Each 

section then has assigned to it a team of patrol iOf£;;Lcers, 

')\ 
'-"::. 
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detectives, supervisors etc., \'Iho '>Jill, so far as is 

practicable, not be deployed outside this area. Hours of 

duty will be \'lOrked out within the teams, dependent upon local 

need and subject to a requirement to ensure that sufficient 

men are on duty to cater for a first line response to some 

major Sub Divisional emergency" 

'1'11e aim should be to make each team as self sufficient as 

possible. Ideally teams should have a base on their area 

that they can use for report writing, parading etc. Inspectors 

should be appointed as ~,am leaders and they \>Jill be primarily 

responsible for thE.! area policed by their team. However, 

Inspect-::>rs will have to provide a roster cover for the Sub 

Division and it rnust be made very clear that 'poaching' of 

manpower from other teams will not be permitted except in the 

T:lOst urgent cases. 

There are six key elements to the establishment of a successful 

team policing project, (\'lasson 1975) • 
. 'I 

~ilii. ty of Geographic Assignment 
'=r, \\ /1 Thisll.frieans that the team of Officers are solely responsible 

for the delivery of police service to a aefined geographical 

area. 1'hey . should have control over v/hat tactical units 

enter thA area and there should be continuities of despatching 

i.e., Officers should not be sent to calls outside their area. 

This geographic stability "dll allow the working police Officer 

. to build up an intimate knowledge of his 'area and will improve 

the channels' of communication vd.th the public. 

I. 

7.4.5. 
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pecentralisation of Authority 

This eletnent implies that the teams will be responsible for 

shift scheduling to meet v/orkloads, decisions as to when or 

where to work in uniform or l' I P cunc othes, and most important, 

programs or action and even planning of team obJ' ecti ves, ~ 

budget preparation. 

7.4.6. Emphasis on Community Relations 

This element may take a mmtber of forms; the, teams should be 

encouraged to involve themSelves WJ.' th th e cotnmuni ty of their 

area by setting up meetings, referral of appropriate problems 

to other agencies and other informal contacts. 

7.4.7. Emphasis on Crime Prevention 

.This is a major facet of the' team policing approach. It relies 

on placinq considerable emphasis on prevention,'if necessary 

at the expense of detection, 'by identification of potenti~l 

offenders by close co-operation with the public and by 

identification of potential targets. 

7.4.8. Internal Communications 

Careful attention to internal communications is vi tal to 

successful team policing. Te nf . . am co erences should be scheduled 

at regular in~ervals to provide for the exchange of inform~tion 
and. education of team mernbers. In a.deli tion inter-team meetings 

should be held to ensure that ideas fonnulated and infonnation 

obtained is disseminated throughout the Sub Division. :J:tmay 

be that the collator could play a key role here by the medium 

of a regular bulletin or neWSletter. 
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7.4.9. Reduced Use of Specialists 

This implies a reduction of the reliance upon specialists 

for criminal and traffic matters which can largely be dealt 

\v:i. t1'1 \·,i thin the team structure. Team members should be 

encouraged to take greater responsibili't:ies for the 

investigation of minor or routine crimes. Detectives should 

be assigneJ to the teams to assist in investigations and to provide 

advice. There \.n.ll bec.need to retain a centralised detective 
.,'; 

function for serious or complex matters or those which are 

part of a· pattern \'Jhich transcends team boundaries. 

7.,4.10. Temn policing requires that the Sub Divisional Commander and 

his deputy have considerable faith in the concept. They must 

be prepared to devolve considerable authority and play very 

much a managerial rather than supervisory role.. They will 

need to resist the temptation to interfere excessively in the 

operation of the teams 1tlhile maintaining an interest and of 

course the overall responsibility for the policing of the Sub 

Division. 

7.4.11. Similarly the team approach places an additional burden upon the 

team leaders ltlho will need to plan their teams operations far 

more carefully and thoroughly than they are currently expected 

to plan for shifts. By giving these Officers complete 

responsibility for a specific area it is suggested that tl1ey 

\.lill be able to develop a far more consistent and methodical 

.0pproach to policing than tl1ey currently do during an eight hoUl: "" ~ 

~ 

Q 

" ?' 

Sipal1 of responsibility for the \-,hqle Sub Division. 
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Si tuational Policing (Gladstone 1.980, Ramsay and Heal 1.980, Hough 1981) 

Thic method, also labelled 'The Crime Specific Approach' is 

less a me~10d of poli~~ng than a management responsibility.. 

The aim here is to present an approach to crime prevention 

which is more tightly focussed than the traditional approach. It 

is argued that it is .more effective to seek to \-lOrk with those 

individuals responsible for planning and management of places 

repeateJly'proving themselves to be troublesome and thereby 

tackle problems at source. 

7.5.1. It is further argued that there is nothing inevitable about 

i\ 
'\ 
\\ 

'\ 
\\ 
II 

7.'5.2. 

recurrent trouble at a particular place; nor will it necessarily 

be displaced to another location. 

Durinq research in Southampton recen.tly, (Ramsay and Heal 1980) the 

mo~t troublesome pub was lI::losed by the 'brewery which owned it, 
\1 
Ii 

the clie:ntelle and its reputation had done nothing to make it 

profitable. There was no indication that ~1is closure was 

followed by displacement of the trouble to another location. 

7.5.3. In order for ~1is approach to be successful several conditions 

have to be met. The police management must have a working 

relationship with the people responsible for the places, concerned; 

the police must be in possession qf all the relevant information; 

they must present these facts to others and they must press for 

real changes \olith all the vigour customarily brought to bear in 

the short term in dealing \or.i. th incident after incident. 

\~, 
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rrlms it can be seen that the recorrunendations in the previous 

sections detailing community liaison and information systems 

~ T.Jre-requisite for this method of policing to be in any are ..... 

".Jay successf''...'.l. 

Conclusion 
o 

The five appro ache s presented above do not represent "mat we 

ti 1 Nor should it be taken 
consider to be'an exhaus ve approac1. 

that \'l~ envisa';1e that 9-11Y of the 'packages I need nec~ssarily 

he i.mplemented in entirety or i~olation. For example a Sub 

Divisional Commander may \dsh to introduce a team, oriented 

t ' structured patrol portion or u split force 
systen as ne 

exercise Hi t:h u Sub Divisional response section and t() adopt c;t 

crime specific approach in his relations .. lith the corrununity. 

of conclusion it is worth making' a plea for judging By .. lay - , 

all policing methods in context. New approaches are often . 

less than totally successfUl, 
rejected. out of hand if they are 

but 'it is only fair to assess them against the effectiveness 

of competing alt.ernatives. 
, . 

All the approaches put forward promise small .rather than large 

gains but this must be preferable to nothing at all. 
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Implernentatiol1 

If the approach to research into policing methods outlined in 

this paper is adopted then it is suggested that the follomng 

plan be adopted for implementation. 

Small Beginnings 

It is recarunended that in the initial stages we do not attempt 

to do too much by implementing the policy on policing methods 

throughout the entire ~orce area. \fuilst it may well be that, 

in the event, many Sub Divisional Convnanders mll see no need 

to ex~ne their present metl10ds of policing, should mor~ ti1an 

two or tirree do so then Research Services Deparbnent would 

rapidly become over burdened \dt~ requests for evaluation, 

estahlishment of I·I.I.S. etc. An additional reason for a 

limited implementation at first is that should the approach 

prove:: to be unworkable or inappropriate then a small scale 

----/,1 
project is~r~ ~asier to withdraw from than a large one. 

T.locality 

It is recommended that the Sub Division selected for irrl.tial 

implementation should be located in reasonable prox:i.nU.ty to the 

Reseacch Section offices. ~1is is not,essential but will 

cut clov.n1 op the inevitable amount of travelling which \dll take 

place and W;i.ll enable R,esearch SefVic:es Depi3Xbnent staff to offer 

a better cons.ultative service. 

8.3. Personnel 

II 

It in recommended that the Sub Divisional Commander and his 

deputy'should be carefully chosen'~;;l~ -those who will be .receptive 

1\ 
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to new ideas and willing to participate ir. research. As already 

stated, the key to any project of this nature is the " ... illingness 

of the personnel involved to operate the scheme. Addi·!:i.onally 

the Sub Divisional management team should be composed of 

inclividual~ who will be constructive in their approach and vlho 

\'Iiil be \·r1l1ing to identify problems and plan to overcome them. 

In contrast to me management, the operational personnel should 

not he specially selected. It must not be possible, at the 

end of a successful experimental period, for outsiders to point 
~:::: 

to specially selected personnel as the only reason for mat 

succes~. If any scheme is to have any pretence at portability, 

the staff actually operating it must be representative of the 

'ord1nary bobby' • 

F'le:d.bili ty 

One of the principle reasons for recommend:ing the introduction 

of a micro computer based Nanagement Information System is 

the ·qexibili ty of micro computers. They do not suffer from 

the saIne constraints as large main-frame computer systems, 

lt/hich require large numbers of support staff and which because 

of the complex operating system required to service a large 

neb-,ork require highly specialist programs taking large amounts 

(jf resources. As evidenced by the introduction of such 

systems at Skelmersdale al1dHavant they .9m be introduced 

cheaply (l1nder £10,000 capital cost per Sub Division) and 

programmed by non specialist staff. 

.' 

\ 
'. 
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Furthermore because of their relative simplicity the programs 

can be far.more easily modified to accommodate te~porary or 

additional information requirements. This sort of fleXibility 

should be adopted throughout the whole implementation of any 

project. An excessively rigid apprpach to pre-determined 

objectives or procedures can be a major cause of failure. 

-= 
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9. Evaluation 

Commonly, when measuring the success of any policing project, 

. . 
it is evaluated against a set of objectives which are set 

at its commencement. However, it is axiomatic, given our 

guiding principles of problem identification and flexibility 

of response, that identification of objectives will occur 

during this approach rather than at its commencement. 

Rather general goals may be identified, and the evaluation 

must be itself flexible and responsive in order to allow 

of the replacement of early objectives by new ones, as the 

scheme progresses. 

The ident:tfication of objectives, attempts towards attaining 

them, tactical evaluation, feed-back and identification of 

nevI or hiqher priority objectives must be a continuing 

process. 

As stated, these objectives will, of necessity, have to.be 

formulated for each project dependent upon local problems, 

hot-lever the following are included as a sample with the idea 

of generating discussion on the subject. 

9.'1. Public Satisfaction with Service Generally 

-I 
fJ 
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1 
i 

It is often said that the' objeFtive of the service is to 

increase public satisfaction hO\1ever it is important to 

consider precisely What is meant by this. The general level 

of public appreciation with the police is one facet of this. 

9.2. 

9.3. 

9.4. 

II 

• 
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This level can best be established by opinion polls and survey 
{I 

'research, or perhaps by use of the local consultative committees 

together with direct contact by police officers. 

Public Satisfaction ~th Specific As~cts of Service 

If a project is aimed solely at specific areas rather than 

an overall improvement in service then those areas should 

form the basis for evaluation. The same points made in 

section 9.1. concerning surveys apply equally here. 

Victimisation Levels 

Reported crime rates are notoriously unreliable as a measure 

of effectiveness, (Bottomley and Coleman 1980) and tht~ it 

may be appropriate to consider that a reduction in the level of 

actual crime may be appropriate. This can only be measured 

by victimisation surveys carried out before and after 

implementation of any new strategy. 

Recorded Crime Rates 

Notwithstanding the methodological drawbacks, recorded data 

on crimes reported by the public is readily available and 

therefore cheap to obtain by comparison with surveys, which 

tend to be expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, public 

expectations are largely linked with the police ability to 

control the level of recorded crime. Nevertheless if"an 

objective is set to reduce the level of recorded crime t..his· 

may lead simply to operational Officers simply recording less 

if they wish to achieve that objective. Additionally a 
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successful policing project may have the effect of actually 

increasing the level of recorded crime as more of it comes to 

notice. 

Detection Rate 

The proportion of crimes cleared up is subject to tbe same 

problems as recorded crime levels when considered as a measure 

of effectiveness. Furthermore since some crimes are in fact 

'self detecting' the proportion detected is not independent 

of the. number reported thus if the reported crime level 

goes up, the detection rate is likely to go down even though 

more crimes are actually being cleared up. 

Improvement :i n Job Satisfaction 

\flays of measuring job satisfacti.on are again limited to 

surveys of the Officers concerned in the project. These will 

again need to be undertaken before and after implementation. 

It must be noted that if the project is very small scale then 

any conclusions drawn as to changes in job satisfaction are 

highly unlikely to be capable of generalisation due to small 

sample sizes. 

Incident Levels 

A reduction in 'the level of complaints can be establisheq 

by analysis of occurrence sheets. This rneasurernentis 

again subject to the recording problems mentioned under 
)\ 

9.4. and 9.5. Similarly whilst it is possible to carry out 

very elementary analysis of incident patterns manually, 

detai~ed analysis will onl~ be" possible with canputerised 
.\ . ~ . 
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10. Conclusions 

10.1. This paper has b 
een an attempt to set out our vie\'1s on • • 

the direction which future 
approaches to policing methods 

research shOuld take. 

10.2. The ma: n prinCiple has been that the 
importation of 

'solutions' should be avoided. 

10.3. The approach recommended is 
heavily "community contact" 

oriented. 

10.4. This is a discussion document. . 
It is recognised that further 

detailed planning is required . f t 
~ he approach recommended 

is to be adopted - there is still 
much to be resolved. We 

recommend the fle}dbility of the 
proposals in this context. 

It "lill be Possible to ItIOr].: out 
mUch of the rletaiJ "on the 

' .. 
rJround" in the selected Sub D' . • 

~VlSlon before extending the 
r:lethod Porce vlide. 

10.5. 
Central control will be retained ' 

, through the DiVisional 
Commanders to ASSistant Chi f C 

. e onstable (Operations) and 
through Research Se . 

rv~ces Department to th D e eputy Chief 
Constable. 
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